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Abstract 
 

Recent experiments and analyses have provided greater understanding of friction losses for the 
size distribution of the particles forming the slurry. Wilson & Sellgren (2001), Wilson et al. (2006) 
and Sellgren & Wilson (2006) have proposed a multi-component model consisting of carrier fluid 
and pseudo-homogeneous, heterogeneous and fully-stratified solids. The technique presented here 
was found to estimate friction losses well when compared to reported experimental results with 
pipelines with diameters mainly from 0.2 to 0.5m for various mixtures of fine sand to coarse 
gravel and products from mineral processing and phosphate mining. 

 
Introduction and Background 

 
For broad-graded slurries with a modest fraction of fine particles (to be defined below) the 
combination of the fines and the liquid form a carrier fluid which typically approximates 
Newtonian behaviour, and the flow will generally be turbulent. The technique that follows is an 
extended version of that presented by Wilson & Sellgren (2001), Wilson et al. (2006) and Sellgren 
& Wilson (2006). In the new four-component model, the mass fraction of the fine particles is 
designated Xf, and the remaining fraction is divided into three segments – pseudo-homogeneous, 
Xp, heterogeneous, Xh, and fully-stratified, Xs.  The liquid plus the fraction Xf acts as the carrier 
fluid, and the Xp- fraction (called the ‘middlings’) is considered to combine with the carrier fluid 
to produce a pseudo-homogeneous mixture. The next-larger fraction, Xh (the ‘grits’), follows the 
heterogeneous behaviour described below, while the largest fraction (the ‘clunkers’) represents the 
fully-stratified load.  
 
Heterogeneous and fully-stratified solids 
Wilson & Sellgren (2001) proposed a three-component model for broadly-graded slurries, 
consisting of carrier fluid (typically water), heterogeneous solids and fully-stratified solids. The 
subsequent work  has shown that an additional component is required for pseudo-homogeneous 
solids in the size range between fine particles included in the carrier fluid and heterogeneous 
solids. It is appropriate to begin by outlining the behaviour of the heterogeneous load – the “grits” 
or particles in the sand size range, followed by that of the coarser fully-stratified solids. The carrier 
fluid and the pseudo-homogeneous component will be introduced thereafter. 

 
The heterogeneous load is carried partly by sliding contacts and partly by turbulent suspension, 
and the statistical nature of turbulence indicates that the fraction of particles carried by fluid 
suspension will vary in an essentially probabilistic fashion, based on, for example, the integrated 
log-normal distribution. The mathematical form of this distribution is rather awkward, and it is 
convenient to employ a simple power law function as a working approximation as shown by 
Wilson et al.(2006). The equation for this approximating power law is expressed in terms of a 
reference velocity V50, and a coefficient, M. It gives the excess gradient Δih as; 
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Here Sm is the relative density of the mixture, and the coefficient 0.22 represents the value of the 
relative solids effect where the mean flow velocity V equals V50. 

 
The coarsest particles or “clunkers” are not susceptible to turbulent support, but travel as fully-
stratified load, which produces an additional solids effect Δis. In the absence of other solids, this is 
given by: 

 
                       Δis = (Sm – 1)B’[V/0.55Vsm]-0.25

                                                                          (2) 
 

where Vsm is the velocity at the limit of stationary deposition and B’ is a coefficient that may be as 
high as unity. As noted in Wilson et al. (2006), flow tends to shift from heterogeneous to fully-
stratified at values of d/D of 0.015, assigning all particles with d  > 0.015D to the fully-stratified 
load, where d is a representative particle size and  D is the pipeline diameter. 
  
Carrier-fluid and pseudo-homogeneous components 
The carrier fluid is comprised of the true fluid and the fine particles that interact with it. In earlier 
models, Wilson et al. (1997), all particles finer than 75 μm were assigned to the carrier fluid, with 
larger particles considered to be heterogeneous load. Research has advanced in the interim, see 
Wilson et al.(2006). The carrier fluid is now considered to include only particles finer than 40 μm, 
and particles between 40 μm and about 200 μm are now called the pseudo-homogenous load. The 
fraction Xp comprises particles that are small enough to be engulfed in the viscous sub-layer. The 
upper size limit for Xp can be taken as 200 μm for cases where the properties of the carrier fluid do 
not differ significantly from those of water. If the carrier fluid has a Newtonian viscosity greater 
than that of water, the value of 200 μm is to be multiplied by the viscosity ratio νr (the ratio of the 
kinematic viscosity of the carrier fluid to that of water at 20oC). The heterogeneous fraction spans 
particle diameters between 200 μm and 0.015D is used to define the upper particle diameter for 
heterogeneous flow, with larger particles comprising the fully-stratified solids fraction Xs. Pseudo-
homogeneous flow assumes that the solids have little effect on friction factor, and that the mixture 
acts as a liquid as far as the relative-density effect is concerned.  The resulting hydraulic gradient 
for pseudo- homogeneous mixture flow, iph, depends on Sm, and iw, which is the hydraulic gradient 
for water flow only. An appropriate general equation for the hydraulic gradient is: 

                            i1)]-S(A+[1=i wmph ′                                                                           (3) 

where A´ is a coefficient that equals unity for the equivalent-fluid case, which means that iw  is 
identical with the hydraulic gradient expressed in m of slurry per m of pipe, jm. 

Four-Component Model 
 

 The hydraulic gradient for the mixture as a whole, im (m water/m pipe), is considered to have four 
components, the carrier fluid, the pseudo-homogeneous mixture, the heterogeneous load and the 
fully-stratified load. As indicated by Eq. 3, the hydraulic gradient for pseudo-homogeneous flow 
of an aqueous slurry is given by iw[1 + A´(Sm - 1)].However, (Sm - 1), i.e. Cv(Ss – 1), refers to the 
excess relative density of the slurry as a whole, and as only the fraction Xp is part of the 
homogeneous flow, (Sm - 1) must now be replaced by CvXp(Ss – Sf), where Sf is the relative 
density of the carrier fluid.  Likewise, the hydraulic gradient for water, iw, must be replaced by that 
for the carrier fluid, if. Here if may be somewhat larger than iw because of increases in density and 
viscosity produced by the fine particles. Thus the pseudo-homogeneous component of the 
hydraulic gradient, iph (m water/m pipe), is given by:  

 
                      iph =  if[1 +A’CvXp(Ss – Sf)]                                            (4) 
 

In dealing with the component due to heterogeneous flow, we begin with Eq. 1, which gives this 
type of solids effect as 0.22(Sm – Sf)[V50/V]M. This term must now be multiplied by the fraction of 
homogeneous particles Xh, with (Sm – 1) replaced by Cv(Ss – Sfp) where Sfp represents the relative 
density of the combination of carrier fluid and the pseudo-homogeneous fraction, typically the 
relative density of the mixture of fluid and all particles less than 200 μm in size. This expression 
will be denoted Δih , i.e. 

 



                  Δih =  0.22 CvXh(Ss – Sfp)[V50/V]M           (5) 
 

The reference velocity V50 depends on the size and other quantities and where M is here taken 
approximately as unity, see Wilson & Sellgren (2001) who presented a curve for the effect of 
relative viscosity on V50. In most cases it should be sufficient to evaluate V50 by using the simple 
relationship:  
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where dh ( mm) represents the mean of the percentages passing the upper and lower limits of the 
heterogeneous fraction, see Fig 1. Here Ss is the relative density of the solid particles and νr is the 
relative viscosity of the carrier fluid (compared with water at 200 C).V50 is given in m/s in Eq.(6). 
 
Figure 1 shows an example of how the defined particle fractions are applied to a cumulative 
representation of the particle size distribution. 

 
Fig. 1. Grading curve showing size fractions used in the modelling in a pipeline with diameter, 

D=0.333m, Xf=20%, Xp=20%, Xh=40%, Xs=20% and dh=1000 μm. 
 
Finally, there is the fully-stratified load (particles larger than 0.015D), which will produce an 
additional solids effect Δis. It will be recalled that, in the absence of other solids, this is given by 
Eq. 4 as Δis = (Sm – 1)B’[V/0.55Vsm]-0.25. For the case dealt with here, (Sm – 1) must be replaced by 
CvXs(Ss – Sfph), where Sfph is the relative density of the mixture of fluid, pseudo-homogeneous and 
heterogeneous particles.  Thus: 

 
           Δis = CvXs(Ss – Sfph)B’[V/0.55Vsm]-0.25                                      (7)

                                                           
 The sum of the terms given by Eq. 4, 5 and 7 gives the gradient for the mixture as a whole, im (m 
water/m   pipe), thus: 

 
                  im  =  iph  +  Δih  +  Δis            (8)

                                                           
The technique presented here in Eqs. 4 to 8 with the relative solids effect expressed by the 
coefficients A’ and B’ taken as unity in Eqs. 4 and 7, and Eq.5 with 0.22 have been found to be 
conservative, especially for slurries in the range 0.1 to 0.25 mm, with few particles over 1 mm, in 
pipelines with diameters exceeding about 0.15m. The objective is to compare the model with a 



variety of experimental results covering pipeline diameters and particle sizes up to about 0.5 m and 
65 mm, respectively.  
 

 Remarks Regarding Near-Wall Hydrodynamic Lift 

The aim here is to discuss various mechanisms and introduce subsequent modifications of the 
model. Setting  the  coefficient A′ equal to unity  gives  the  relative-density effect  of  an  
equivalent-fluid model, whereas A′ = 0 gives  the  behaviour observed  by  Carstens &  Addie 
(1981) for pseudo-homogeneous sand-slurry flows (Cv=3.6%) where im did not exceed iw at all for 
velocities in excess of 3.5 m/s in a 0.2 m diameter pipeline.   Intermediate types can be represented 
by values of A′ between zero and unity, using concepts introduced in papers by Wilson et al. 
(2000), Wilson & Sellgren (2002) and Whitlock et al. (2004)    

Matoušek (2006) found from experiments in a vertical 0.15 m-diameter pipeline  with narrowly 
graded sands (Average particle sizes of 0.12, 0.37, 1.84 mm) and concentrations by volume up to 
about 35% that the medium-sand particles gave less pipe wall friction than both the coarse-sand 
and fine-sand particles. He discussed various mechanisms and confirmed that the medium-sand 
particles showed stronger hydrodynamic repelling force off the wall than the others at velocities of 
practical interest, in accord with theoretical estimations by Wilson & Sellgren (2002). 

Within the turbulent portion of horizontal flow, particle support is dominated by turbulent 
diffusion, which produces characteristic concentration profiles. The diffusion concept implies that 
any horizontal plane in the flow acts as a ‘mirror’ which ejects upward a flux of particles equal to 
those that move down through the plane. This condition is met in the fully-turbulent part of the 
flow, but causes difficulties near the lower part of the boundary. Here turbulence is ineffective in 
the viscous sub-layer and begins to be felt in the adjacent buffer layer. Thus the ‘mirror’ effect will 
be inhibited in these near-wall regions, and here the particles that fall out of the turbulent flow 
must be replaced by a flux of particles driven away from the wall by a force (the off-wall force) 
that arises from hydrodynamic lift. 

Wilson & Sellgren (2002) proposed that solid particles in a turbulent fluid flow influence the 
energy spectrum of turbulence. For flows behind stationary cylinders in a wind tunnel, it is known 
that spectral peaks occur at vortex-shedding frequencies.  In that configuration, turbulent energy is 
produced, but it is expected that moveable particles will have the opposite effect, damping eddies 
of approximately their own size.  The result should be a 'blip' of reduced energy density at the 
corresponding frequency.  If the particle size is near-uniform, and the concentration is sufficiently 
high, this 'blip' will tend toward a gap or 'hole' in the spectrum. On the other hand, for broadly-
graded solids there will be a series of 'blips' in the turbulent spectrum that combine to form a broad 
'trough' rather than a narrow 'hole'. If the solids include both particles directly susceptible to the lift 
force and somewhat larger particles, a benefit may be obtained, at least at large overall solid 
concentrations.  Instead of a particle subject to lift being completely removed from the near-wall 
area, it will tend to rise only until it hits a larger particle, thus contributing to the support of the 
larger particle and simultaneously reflecting the smaller particle back into the high-lift zone near 
the wall, where the process can be repeated. It is believed that this mechanism is associated with 
the reduction of A’ and B’ for broadly-graded slurries. 

 
Comparison with Experimental Results 

 
The mechanisms discussed above are now to be quantified by comparison with a variety of 
reported experimental data, mainly for broad particle-size gradings. For the cases considered here, 
the fine-particle portion (below 40 μm) of the solids can be assumed to be rheologically inactive, 
i.e. not containing much clay-like minerals. Also, the maximum volumetric concentrations of the 
fine particle portion are less than 7% in these cases. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume in 
friction-loss calculations that the viscosity of this carrier fluid is approximately the same as for 
water. 
 
The hydrodynamic lift and turbulence effects for Xp (40-200 μm) are assumed to be effective for 
25% of these particles,   corresponding to a reduction from A’=1 to (1 – 0.25Xp). In the Xh-interval 
the coefficient 0.22 is related to that portion of the particles that contribute to mechanical friction 



at the pipe wall. Here, it is assumed that the effect of near-wall lift is simply related to a much 
smaller contribution to pipe wall friction for particles from 200 to 500 μm in the Xh-interval. As 
shown by Whitlock et al. (2004), this effect is significant for particle sizes up to about 500 μm. 
This has been quantified here by a linear increase of the constant from 0 to 0.22 for 200 to 500 μm. 
Simulated friction losses with the model are compared with experimental results at operating 
conditions of practical interest in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Comparison of modeled friction losses (Eqs. 4-8) with various reported pipeline loop 
data, Simulated and measured friction loss gradients  in m slurry per m pipe are denoted js and jm, 
respectively. Particle size-grading notations (%) are as on Fig.1. Particle sizes are in mm. The 
parameters dmax and d50 express the maximum particle size and the particle diameter  for which 
50%  of the particles are finer,respectively. 
 

 
# D(m)  V(m/s) Cv Ss d50 dh dmax Xf Xp Xh Xs jm js 
1 0.305 4.5 15 2.65 0.7 0.90 12 2 23 60 15 0.060 0.063 
2 0.305 4.5 27 3 0.85 0.85 65 20 15 30 35 0.075 0.075 
3 0.1 2 13 2.65 0.085 0.23 0.25 - 98 2 - 0.034 0.034 
4 0.438 4 38 2.65 0.2 0.40 0.9 18 32 50 - 0.029 0.028 
5 0.263 3.1 26 2.65 0.17 0.27 1.5 28 30 42 - 0.026 0.027 
6 0.206 2 30 2.71 0.085 0.33 0.6 25 65 10 - 0.016 0.015 
7 0.206 3 32 2.65 0.2 0.32 0.5 4 46 50 - 0.030 0.033 

 
Values of B’ of 0.25 and 0.20 were used for the rows marked 1 and 2, respectively, in Table 1. The 
data for rows 1 to 4 were obtained from the GIW Hydraulic Laboratory, U.S.A, with 1 and 2 
presented by Sundqvist et al. (1996a) and Sundqvist & Sellgren (2004), respectively. Whitlock et 
al. (2004) presented the fine sand results in 3, and 4 represents an oil-sand tailings product. No. 5 
was obtained from Shook & Roco (1991), while 6 and 7 are gold-tailings results from Sauermann 
(1982). 
 

Discussion 
 
Effect of high solids concentration 
The volumetric concentrations for the comparisons in Table 1 varied from 13 to 38%.The lowest 
value for the #3-results corresponded to equivalent fluid behaviour. This behaviour remained up to  
34%,which was the largest experimentally investigated Cv-value (Whitlock et al. 2004), with 
simulated results that matched this observation. However, results from Schaan et al. (2000) with a 
sand with a similar particle grading in a 0.15 m diameter pipeline showed a deviation of about 
50% from equivalent fluid behaviour at Cv=32%. In a comparison with slurries with two other 
similar-sized products, the deviation from equivalent behaviour was related to the particle shape 
and loose-poured settled bed concentration. Such factors have not been considered in the 
preliminary model construction presented here. 

 
Modelled friction losses matched well the large diameter results for Cv= 38% for the oil-sand 
tailings in Table 1. Maciejewski et al. (1993) compared pipe transport of very coarse particles 
(about 100 mm in size) in clay suspensions and in oil-sand tailings slurries. They found that the 
sand slurry was more effective than the clay in reducing the solids effect of the coarse particles. 
The important role of particles with sizes 0.1 to 0.5 mm in diminishing friction was also 
demonstrated by Sundqvist et al. (1996), for products with d50 near 0.6 mm. An example of 
experimental results is shown on Fig. 2 (from Wilson et al. 2002). It gives plots of solids effect (im 
– iw) versus (Sm – 1) based on Sundqvist’s sand data with V ≈ 4.3 m/s.  All three sands had d50 in 
the 0.6-0,7 mm range.; Sand 1 has a very narrow grading (d85/d50 = 1.2), for Sand 2 this ratio is 2.3 
and for Sand 3 it is 7.1 (a very broad grading).It is Sand 3-results that is used here in Table 1 (#1) 
for Cv=15%.The parameters d85 express the particle diameters for which 85% of the particles that 
are finer. 
 
Figure 2 shows that the slurry of intermediate grading has a solids effect that is directly 
proportional to (Sm – 1), i.e. to Cv, up to the maximum Cv of about 0.37.  As expected in view of 
the analysis put forward in this paper. Sand 1, with its very narrow grading, exhibits the 
commercially undesirable feature – a disproportionate increase in the solids effect at high 



concentrations. Sand 3, with its very broad grading, shows the opposite, a pronounced flattening of 
the solids-effect relationship at high Cv, a feature that has considerable commercial potential. In 
fact, experimental results for the operating conditions in Table 1 for #1 (sand 3) for Cv = 39% 
showed that the jm-value remained nearly constant ( 0.060) up to this high solids concentration. 
Similar tendencies as discussed here were also found in experiments by Gillies & Shook (2000). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.2.Plots of solids effect for Sundqvist’s sands for average mixture velocity 4.3m/s. Sm-1 of 0.25 
and 0.6 correspond to Cv 15 and  36%,respectively.From Wilson et al.(2002). 

 
The  effect  seen here in Fig.2 shows that the grading strongly influences the friction losses  for 
higher concentrations. Further experimental evidence of the dimishing effect when going from a 
narrow to a moderately broad grading are given in Table 2, from Wilson and Sellgren (2002), 
based on Cv near 30%. 
 
Table 2.Solids and pipeline data for moderately broad (B) and narrow (N) gradings resulting in 
about 35% reduction in friction losses for the broader size distribution. From Wilson and Sellgren 
(2002). 

Ref. Shook et al. (1972)     Sundqvist et al.(1996a) 
dmax(mm)    0.9   1.3   1.0   2.0 
d50 (mm)    0.52   0.52   0.63   0.58 
d15 (mm)    0.46   0.21   0.54    0.27 
%<0.04mm    0   4   0   2 
d85/d50     1.12   2.50   1.17   2.36 
N/B        N   B   N   B 
D(m)    0.1    0.1   0.2   0.2 

 
For both pipe diameters in Table 2, the slurry friction gradients were about 35% lower for the 
broad-particle-size distribution at velocities of industrial interest. For the broadly-graded solids, a 



lot of particles are in the range where the effect of the off-the-wall force is large, as indicated in 
previous sections. 
 
At low total solids concentrations in the model, the total solids effect (im – iw) will be 
approximately linear in Cv, but as the concentration is increased Sfp and Sfph also increase, and the 
effect of increasing Cv is less than linear for broadly-graded solids. However, the observed strong 
non-linear effect for higher concentrations is not accounted for in the present model configuration. 
For example, with the measured jm-value of 0,06 for sand 3 at Cv=30%,the corresponding 
modelled value was 0.077, i.e. an overestimation of nearly 30%. 
 
The strong effect of  Cv, particularly for the narrowest gradings in Fig.2 and Table 2 is mainly 
represented by a two-component formulation of the model with Xh approximately taken as 1. For 
this case, Wilson  et al. (2002) extended an algebraic analysis beyond the linear increase in  
(im – iw) with Cv, introducing a parametric approach expressing  the non-linearity. 
 
Effect of fine particles 
Large-scale experimental results from the 0.495 m-diameter pipeline loop system at the GIW 
Hydraulic Laboratory, U.S.A., have been compared to modelled friction losses for the addition of 
rock flour to a fine sand slurry, Whitlock & Sellgren (2004), and for phosphate matrix products 
containing clay (Addie et al. 2005). The friction losses for a narrow-graded sand (d50=0.35mm) 
transported at Cv=24% were reduced about 25% when 20% of the sand was replaced with rock 
flour particles with median size 0.04 mm, see  Table 3. 
 
Table 3. Comparison of modeled friction losses (Eqs. 4 - 8) with reported pipeline loop data, for 
sand without (#1) and with (#2) addition of rock flour. Notations are given in Table 1 and 
Fig.1.D=0.495 m. 
 

# V(m/s) Cv Ss d50 dh dmax Xf Xp Xh Xs jm js 
1 4.5 24 2.65 0.35 0.3 0.9 - 5 95 - 0.038 0.037 
2 4.5 24 2.65 0.3 0.35 0.9 10 15 75 - 0.028 0.027 

 
The volumetric concentration of the rheologically-inactive rock flour particles less that 0.04 mm in 
the mixture was about 5%, which indicates that the reduction in friction loss gradients from 0.038 
to 0.028 in Table 3 can be related mainly to hydrodynamic mechanisms. 
 
The three phosphate-matrix products had various size distributions with portions of particles 
smaller than 0.04 mm of 10 to 17%. The portion of particles smaller than about 0.1 mm in the 
matrix product is called phosphate clay, and consists to about 70% of true clay mineral particles 
(less than 2 µm). Modelled and measured results are compared in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Comparison of modeled friction losses (Eqs. 4 - 8) with reported pipeline loop data, for 
three phosphate-matrix products with various size distributions. D=0.495 m. 
 

# V (m/s) Cv Ss d50 dh dmax Xf Xp Xh Xs jm js 
1 5 27 2.65 0.25 0.35 1.5 10 30 70 - 0.035 0.034 
2 4.4 27 2.65 0.25 0.80 6 17 28 55 - 0.047 0.044 
3 4.4 27 2.65 0.5 0.45 20 14 21 51 8 0.045 0.042 

 
The portion of particles smaller than 0.04 mm here corresponded to volumetric concentrations of 
2.7 and 4.6%, respectively, with # 1 having coarser particles (fine sand). The largest fine-particle 
content was for # 2, while # 3 had the broadest size distribution with maximum particles up to 20 
mm. A phosphate clay at Cv about 4.6% is rheologically active and can be characterized as a non-
settling non-Newtonian slurry with a yield stress of 5-10 Pa. The modelled values in Table 4 for 
the phosphate products were also based on the viscosity for water for the carrier fluid. As seen, this 
approximation worked reasonably well for the considered concentration of 27%. There was a 
slight underestimation of the losses for the more clay-rich products (#2 and 3). Procedures to 
include non-Newtonian carrier-fluid behaviour in the model presented here are given by Wilson et 
al. (2006), and model comparisons for this type of slurries will be the subject of a future paper. 

 
 



 
 

Conclusion 
 

For the comparisons listed in Tables 1, 3 and 4, modelled values of slurry friction loss gradients 
are all within 10% of those determined from experimental results.  Additional research presently 
underway, and to be incorporated in the model, includes effects of particle grading and other 
properties at high solids concentrations, plus possible influences of large pipe diameters. When 
maximum accuracy is required, the best approach is to perform pipe-loop tests with the actual 
slurry of interest, especially if the solids concentration is very high. 
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